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Authority & Role

 The EEOC has the authority to investigate 
charges of discrimination against 
employers who are covered by the law. 

 Our role in an investigation is to fairly and 
accurately assess the allegations in the y g
charge and then make a finding. 
 If we find that discrimination has occurred, we 

will try to settle the charge. 
 If we aren't successful, we have the authority to 

file a lawsuit to protect the rights of individuals 
and the interests of the public.  We do not, 
however, file lawsuits in all cases where we find 
discrimination.

EEOC Mission Statement

Our mission is to promote equal 
opportunity in employment through:

 outreach and education outreach and education, 
 compliance and/or voluntary 

settlement, and, where necessary, 
 the rigorous enforcement of the federal 

civil rights employment laws through 
administrative and judicial actions.

Employment Discrimination Laws

The EEOC enforces a number of federal laws 
prohibiting employment discrimination, including:

 Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII)
 Equal Pay Act of 1963 (EPA)
 Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA)

Titl I & V f th A i ith Di biliti A t f 1990 Title I & V of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 
(ADA)

 ADA Amendments Act of 2008 (ADAAA)
 Ss. 501 & 505 of Rehabilitation Act
 Civil Rights Act of 1991
 Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978
 Title II of the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act 

of 2008 (GINA)
 Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act of 2009

Obligations of Employers

 Make the workplace free of unlawful
discrimination, harassment and 
retaliation

 Promptly and confidentially investigatep y y g
complaints of discrimination, harassment 
and retaliation

 Where discrimination, harassment and 
retaliation may have occurred, take 
prompt and appropriate remedial action
(i.e., discipline commensurate with the 
offense)
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What Employers Are Covered?

 Private Employers
 Educational Institutions
 Labor Organizations
 Joint Labor-Management 

Apprenticeship and Training 
Committees (Title VII & ADA)

 Employment Agencies Serving Covered 
Employers

 State and Local Governments

Which Individuals are Protected?

 An employee

 A temporary worker 

 A job applicantj pp

 A former employee

 Non-U.S. citizens, regardless of 
immigration status

Discrimination Can Occur in the 
Following Scenarios:

 Hire/Fire

 Wages

 Promotion/Demotion

 Harassment

 Different Terms and Conditions: i.e. Job 
Assignments, Benefits, Leave, Training

 Failure to Accommodate for Disability

 Failure to Accommodate for Religion

What Is 
Employment p y

Discrimination?

Different treatment because of an individual’s . . . 
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Protected Federal Categories
Race National Origin                   Color

Genetic Information

Religion                 Disability            Sex/Pregnancy/        Age 
LGBT 40 & older

Retaliation prohibited under 
all federal EEO statutes

Retaliation

 It is unlawful to penalize, punish or 
deny an employment benefit because 
that person:
 Opposed an unlawful employment practicepp p y p

 Filed a complaint, testified, assisted or 
participated in an investigation, proceeding 
or hearing concerning prohibited 
discrimination

 Requested a reasonable accommodation 
because of religion or disability

Theories of 
DiscriminationDiscrimination
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Disparate Treatment
Theory of Discrimination

 Motivation
 Involves intentional discrimination

 Proven through direct, circumstantial, or 
statistical evidence

 Analyzed under the same concepts as Title VII

 Prima facie Case
 Complainant is member of a protected group

 Complainant suffered a negative action

 Complainant treated differently from similarly 
situated employees not in the protected group

Adverse (Disparate) Impact
Theory of Discrimination

 Employment practices:
Facially neutral (intentional motivation not 

required)
Disadvantage members in a protected class 

more than those from another class
Not job-related and consistent with 

business necessity
 Adverse impact can often be supported by 

statistical evidence.

What is BFOQ?
(Bona Fide Occupational Qualification)

 It is the limited exception to Title VII and 
ADEA discrimination laws . . .
which allows a company to hire p y

employees based on sex, religion, 
national origin or age where those 
factors are “reasonably necessary” to 
the normal operation of that particular 
business or enterprise. 

What is BFOQ?
(Bona Fide Occupational Qualification)

 Lawful BFOQ Advertisement:
“Strong female to work as correctional 

officer in its correction institution for 
mentally disturbed girls ”mentally disturbed girls.” 

 However, BFOQ defense is construed 
very narrowly and rarely is it accepted as 
a defense.

 Race or color can NEVER be used as 
BFOQ until Title VII.
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EEOC Strategic Plan 2012-2016

 Strategic Law Enforcement

 Education and Outreach

 Efficiently Serving the Public

SEP National Priorities

1) Eliminating barriers in recruitment and 
hiring

2) Protecting immigrant, migrant and other 
vulnerable workers

3) Addressing emerging and developing ) g g g p g
employment discrimination issues

4) Enforcing equal pay laws
5) Preserving access to the legal system
6) Preventing harassment through systemic 

enforcement and targeted outreach

Eliminating Barriers in 
Recruitment/Hiring

 Exclusionary Policies & Practices

 Restrictive Application ProcessesRestrictive Application Processes

 Restrictive Screening Tools

 Steering Particular Groups into 
Specific Job Types

EEO Update 
on Hiringon Hiring 
Barriers
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LAWS ENFORCED

Title VII of

The Civil Rights Act of 1964
Race National Origin                 Color

Sex                                   Religion

Pregnancy

LGBT

Sex-based Discrimination

 Sex discrimination involves treating 
someone (an applicant or employee) 
unfavorably because of that person’s 
sex.

 Sex discrimination also can involve 
treating someone less favorably 
because of his or her connection with 
an organization or group that is 
generally associated with people of a 
certain sex.

EEOC v. Walmart
(E.D. Ky. 2010)

 Suit alleged Walmart hired male entry-
level applicants for warehouse 
positions, but excluded female 
applicants who were equally or betterapplicants who were equally or better 
qualified. 

 $11.7 million in back wages and 
compensatory damages and provide jobs 
to class members, including validation  
of interview questions and more than 50 
positions for eligible claimants

 On 2/8/2005 a federal district court in 
Iowa ruled that a pre-employment 
strength test used by The Dial 
C ti t it A t ki

EEOC v. Dial Corporation
Pre-employment strength test

Corporation at its Armour meat packing 
plant in Fort Madison, Iowa, has a 
disparate impact against women, and is 
therefore illegal under Title VII.
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 The U.S. District Judge ruled that Dial's "work 
tolerance test" (WTS) was passed by 97% of 
male applicants and less than 40% of female 
applicants, and that Dial had failed to prove 

EEOC v. Dial Corporation
Pre-employment strength test

pp , p
that the test was necessary for performance of 
entry-level jobs in the plant's sausage-making 
department. 

 The court also approved the finding of a jury, 
following a trial in August 2004, that Dial's use 
of the test intentionally discriminated against 
women.

Discrimination Against 
Caregivers

 Covered under EEO laws when based 
on a protected characteristic

 Also implicates other laws, e.g., 
FMLA

 “Family responsibilities 
discrimination”

Caregiver stereotyping 
under the ADA

It is unlawful to discriminate based on 
stereotypes about an employee’s ability 
to balance job duties and care for a 
relative or other individual with a 
disability
 Example:  A job applicant reveals during her job 

interview that her husband has MS.  Under the 
assumption that she will not be able to work 
overtime when necessary, the employer refuses to 
hire her

Discrimination against
female caregivers

 Most commonly triggered when women 
become pregnant or caregivers
 Women viewed as less committed/ 

undependableundependable
Example:  employer assumes female employee will 

be unable to meet short deadlines after she has 
baby, so he assigns her to less demanding work

 Also triggered by part-time status
 Decisions based on actual work 

performance lawful
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Women of Color  & 
Caregiving Discrimination

 Risk of intersectional discrimination 
directed at women of color, but not  at 
white women or men of colorwhite women or men of color.
e.g., An employer denies an African 

American working mother the 
opportunity to use comp time for 
childcare, even though it routinely allows 
white mothers to do so.

Forms of unlawful discrimination 
against male caregivers

 Denying male caregivers benefits 
granted to female caregivers
 Example:  Employer denies male 

l ’ t f l f hildemployees’ requests for leave for childcare 
purposes, but not females’ requests 

 Harassment of male caregivers
 Example:  Harassing a male employee who 

works part time to care for his children 
because he is perceived to be doing 
“women’s work”

Pregnancy Discrimination

 Pregnancy discrimination involves 
treating a woman (an applicant or 
employee) unfavorably because of 
pregnancy childbirth or a medicalpregnancy, childbirth, or a medical 
condition related to pregnancy or 
childbirth.

Pregnancy Discrimination

 Cannot refuse to hire a woman because of her 
pregnancy-related condition as long as she is 
able to perform the major functions of her job.

 Cannot refuse to hire her because 
of prejudices against pregnant 
workers or the prejudices of 
co-workers, clients or customers
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Pregnancy Discrimination

 If an employee is temporarily unable to 
perform her job due to pregnancy, the 
employer must treat her the same as any 
other temporarily disabled employee.
 Example, modified, tasks, alternate 

assignments disability leave or leave 
without pay

 Pregnant employees must be permitted 
to work as long as they are able to 
perform their jobs.

Pregnancy Discrimination

 Cannot require an employee absent from 
work as a result of a pregnancy related 
condition and recovers, to remain on leave 
until the baby’s birth.
C t h l hibiti t t Cannot have a rule prohibiting return to 
work for a predetermined length of time 
after childbirth. 

 Employers must hold a job open for a 
pregnancy related absence the same 
length of time jobs are help open for 
employees on sick or disability leave.

What is Color?

 Skin pigmentation, complexion, shade 
or tone

 Discrimination can occur between 
persons of different races or 
ethnicities, or between persons of the 
same race or ethnicity

Complexion Counts in Immigrant Wages 
Joni Hersch, Vanderbilt University - 2007

8% - 15%
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 16-year old biracial girl 
refused an application

 Owner: We’re not hiring 

EEOC v Quiznos
Color/Race Discrimination

g
anymore (despite “Help 
Wanted” sign in the 
window)

 White friend immediately 
given an application

Settled for $5,000. Sept. 22, 2006

 2005 & 2007 EEOC lawsuits:  
Black hourly employees denied 
skilled trades apprenticeships 
based on a written application 

EEOC v. Ford Motor Co. & UAW
Written Test

test that had a disparate impact

 The apprentice program was the 
stepping stone to certification 
as a skilled trades journeyman, 
with increased earnings, job 
security and job mobility, as well 
as prestige.

 Apprenticeship Training Selection System 
(ATSS):
aptitude for mechanical tasks
measuring verbal numerical and spatial

EEOC v. Ford Motor Co. & UAW
Written Test

measuring verbal, numerical and spatial 
reasoning

 Last validated in 1991.  The company’s 
efforts to find a less discriminatory 
alternative was inadequate because they 
were not based on expert knowledge 
which became current in the mid-90’s.

 1998 ATSS Results
Blacks: 2 passed / 51 test takers, a 

9.8% pass rate

EEOC v. Ford Motor Co. & UAW
Written Test

Whites: 108 passed / 292 test takers, a 
36.9% pass rate

 Resolution:  $10+ million for thousands 
of Black employees nationwide plus 
apprenticeship opportunities, new 
validated test and other relief. 
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 Marketing image
Abercrombie & Fitch and other 

retails defend hiring “brand 
representatives” or “brand 

EEOC v. Abercrombie & Fitch
“Classic All-American” Selective Recruiting

p
enhancers” as critical in today’s 
competitive retail environment.

 Targeted recruiting at white 
high schools and colleges 
(esp. fraternities, sororities)

 Failure to hire and promote people of 
color and women into management
People of color:  stock and night crew rather 

th l

EEOC v. Abercrombie & Fitch
“Classic All-American” Selective Recruiting

than sales
60% male  /  40% female

 In November 2004, EEOC and private 
plaintiffs settle their lawsuit against 
Abercrombie & Fitch for $50 million along 
with other non-monetary conditions.

 Hani Khan [then 19] was fired soon after 
when the company determined hijabs

Clothing retailer Abercrombie settles lawsuits 
over Muslim head scarves filed by Calif women

September 23, 2013

when the company determined hijabs 
violated the company's "look policy" and 
detracted from its brand. 

 Halla Banafa’ suit alleged Abercrombie 
discriminated by refusing to give her a job 
in 2008 when she was 18. 

 A&F agreed to make religious accommodations 
and allow workers to wear head scarves as part 
of a settlement of discrimination lawsuits filed

Clothing retailer Abercrombie settles lawsuits 
over Muslim head scarves filed by Calif women

September 23, 2013

of a settlement of discrimination lawsuits filed 
in California by the EEOC.

 Abercrombie agreed to pay the women a 
combined $71,000 and unspecified attorney 
fees.  The retailer will now allow hijabs, the 
traditional head scarves worn by many Muslim 
women when in public.
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What does “Religion” mean?

 The doctrines of any 
particular religion  

OR- OR -

Any sincerely held belief

which is held with the

force of a religious belief

Reasonable Accommodation     
& Undue Hardship

 An employer is required to reasonably 
accommodate an individual’s sincerely 
h ld li i b li f tiheld religious beliefs or practices 
unless doing so would impose an 
undue hardship on the operation of the 
employer’s business.

What is Reasonable 
Accommodation?

 An adjustment to the work environment 
that eliminates the conflict between the 
employee’s religion and the work rule

 For example:
 flexible scheduling

voluntary substitutions or swaps

modifying dress or grooming codes

modifying duties

excusing union dues 

Pre-employment Inquiries

 The EEOC will infer that the need for 
accommodation discriminatorily 
influences a decision to reject an 
applicant when an employer:
 k ff i i b t th makes a pre-offer inquiry about the  

individual’s availability during particular 
hours without having a business need; 
and

 rejects a qualified applicant after 
determining that the individual needs an 
accommodation.
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 Interviewer:  “Where were you 
born? What is your religion? 
Are you a Muslim?”

EEOC v BALLY TOTAL FITNESS
National Origin & Religious Discrimination

 As qualified or more qualified 
than many who were hired.

 Bally continued to recruit after 
refusing to hire Devin

Settled for $24,000 plus training for five Fresno Ballys, 
reporting, notice posted. 2007

Temp Agency Study 
(Discrimination Research Center, 2003)

California temporary agencies preferred 
White applicants three to one over African 
American applicantspp

Los Angeles: 4 to 1 San Francisco: 2 to 1

Temporary staffing agencies may 
be held accountable for the 

following actions:

 Classification of temporary employees p y p y
on federally protected basis
 Accepting discriminatory work orders 
from client-employers. 
 Complying with discriminatory work 
orders from client-employers

EEOC &
Arrest and  Conviction Records

 On April 25, 2012, the Commission, in a 
4-1 bi-partisan vote, issued its 
Enforcement Guidance on theEnforcement Guidance on the 
Consideration of Arrest and Conviction 
Records in Employment Decisions 
Under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964.
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 Does this Guidance prohibit employers 
from obtaining and using criminal 
background reports about job 
applicants or employees?
No. The EEOC does not have the authority 

to prohibit employers from obtaining or 
using arrest or conviction records. The 
EEOC simply seeks to ensure that such 
information is not used in a discriminatory 
way.

Arrest Records

 The fact of an arrest does not establish that criminal 
conduct has occurred.  Arrest records are not 
probative of criminal conduct, as stated in the 
Commission’s 1990 policy statement on Arrest 
Records. 

 Although an arrest record standing alone may not be 
used to deny an employment opportunity, an 
employer may make an employment decision based 
on the conduct underlying the arrest if the conduct 
makes the individual unfit for the position in question. 
The conduct, not the arrest, is relevant for 
employment purposes.

There are two ways in which an 
employer’s use of criminal history 
information may violate Title VII:

 #1: Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964, prohibits employers from treating 
job applicants or employees with the 
same criminal records differently 
because of their race, national origin, or 
another protected characteristic 
(disparate treatment discrimination).

 #2:  The law also prohibits disparate 
impact discrimination. This means that, 
if criminal record exclusions operate to 
disproportionately exclude people of a 
particular race or national origin, the 

l h t h th t themployer has to show that the 
exclusions are “job related and 
consistent with business necessity” 
under Title VII to avoid liability.
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 To establish that a criminal conduct 
exclusion that has a disparate impact is 
job related and consistent with

Determining Whether a Criminal Conduct 
Exclusion Is Job Related and Consistent 

with Business Necessity

job related and consistent with 
business necessity under Title VII, the 
employer needs to show that the policy 
operates to effectively link specific 
criminal conduct, and its dangers, with 
the risks inherent in the duties of a 
particular position.

“Targeted Screen”
3 Factors:

1) Nature and gravity of the 
offense or conduct

2) Time that has passed2) Time that has passed 
since the offense, conduct 
and/or completion of the 
sentence

3) Nature of the job held or 
sought

“Individualized Assessment”
Employer should:

 Inform the individual that s/he may be 
excluded due to evidence of past 
criminal conduct

 Provide an opportunity for the 
individual to explain

 Consider whether the 
individual’s additional 
information supports or 
undermines the exclusion

Credit History as an Employee 
Selection Criteria

The use of credit histories in the employment context 
can have a disparate impact on a range of protected 
groups, including people of color, women, and people 
with disabilities. 

Studies that show credit history is a poor predictor of 
job performance. Additionally, many credit reports are 
riddled with errors or incomplete information. 

There is considerable research that supports the use of 
credit scores in making consumer decisions, there is 
little research exploring the implications of using credit 
checks in the employment context.

EEOC Public Meeting, October 20, 2010
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On 1/23/13 Court Dismisses 
EEOC Suit Against Kaplan 

Higher Education:Higher Education: 
Screening Applicants 

Based on Credit History 
Information 

Excluding the Unemployed
From Consideration for Hire

There are no specific legal protections for the 
unemployed.  However, the EEOC is investigating 
whether excluding the unemployed may have a 
greater effect on blacks Latinos and other ethnicgreater effect on blacks, Latinos and other ethnic 
minorities that tend to have higher jobless rates. 

"The potential for disparate impact is there," 
said William Spriggs, assistant secretary for 
policy at the Department of Labor.

EEOC Commission Hearing, February 2011

2012 Unemployment Rates

 4.8% Asians

 7.0% Whites

 7.8% Overall

 9.9% Hispanicsp

 13.5% People with Disabilities

 13.4% Blacks

 13.5% Black Males  (20 and older)

 49%-80% Native Americans in Indian Country 
(reservations)

Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2011, and other sources

Laws Prohibiting Discrimination 
Against the Unemployed

 New Jersey became the first state to pass a law 
prohibiting discrimination against the 
unemployed, during their 2011 session.

 Oregon passed a law in March 2012 and the g p
District of Columbia passed a law in May 2012.

 The California Legislature enacted a bill in 
September 2012 but it was vetoed by the 
Governor.

 As of July 10, 2013, nine states have 
introduced bills during the 2013 legislative 
session.
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Justifications for                
English-Only Rules

Communication among coworkers

Note: the employer must prove the need
for an English-only rule.

 Communication among coworkers 
where close coordination is required

 Communication between employees 
and English speaking customers

 Communication between employees 
and supervisors

Analyzing a Speak-English Rule

 Is there a legitimate business necessity 
reason?

 What documentation supports the English-
only rule because of concerns for safe andonly rule because of concerns for safe and 
efficient job performance or safe and 
efficient operation of the business?

 Are there alternatives which would better 
accomplish the business purpose?  If so, the 
English-only policy will not be considered a 
business necessity.

Analyzing a Speak-English Rule

 When is the rule applied?

At certain times or all times at work?  If 
at all times, the EEOC will presume that , p
the rule violates Title VII and will   
closely scrutinize it.

Analyzing a Speak-English Rule

 Was notice of the rule provided to 
employees? Employees should have 
actual notice of the rule including the g
applicability of the rule, working hours, 
conversations, languages other than 
English, and the consequences of  
violating the rule.
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“Are Emily and Brendan More 
Employable than

Lakisha and Jamal?,”
Marianne Bertrand and Sendhil Mullainathan – 2002

 Hypothetical applicants with “white” names y
were 50% more likely to receive call backs 
than those with “black” names.

 Improvement in resume quality significantly 
improved the call-back chances for white 
applicants only.

http://gsb.uchicago.edu/pdf/bertrand.pdf

 After submitting resumes, 
3 African-American applicants 
called manager for interview
 Kalisha White + 2: no interview

EEOC v. Target Corporation
Race Revealed: Names, Neighborhood, Voice

Target: 
Manager did 
not know race 
from phone 
conversations

 Kalisha White + 2: no interview
 “Sarah Brucker”: interview 

scheduled
 African-American candidate 

(scored in top 3% on Target’s 
written leadership test) rejected 
based on his interview

$510,000 in lost wages and compensatory damages
for 4 people + training and other relief

.

EEOC: Expert 
testifies race 
can be 
detected over 
the phone.

LAWS ENFORCED

Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act

Age 40 and older

Stereotypes of Older Workers
as compared to young employees:

 More costly

 Harder to train

Less adaptable Less adaptable

 Less motivated

 Less flexible

 More resistant to change

 Less energetic 
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Age & Hire Issues

 Advertising - Unlawful for advertising to discriminate 
on the basis of age

 “Younger person wanted” - chilling effect

 “Entry level position” - could signal discrimination

A li ti & I t i Applications & Interviews

Employers should not ask about the person’s age 
unless there is a good reason.

Employers should not refer to a prospective 
employee’s age, segregate/separate applications by 
age, or use any other age based criteria for making 
employment decisions.

Hiring: Age

 EEOC v. Cavalier (E.D. Va. 2011) (age 
discrimination in account executive positions; 
$1,000,000 settlement and non-monetary relief)

 EEOC v. Texas Roadhouse (D. Mass.) (nationwide ( ) (
age hiring for front of the house positions)(pending)

 EEOC v. Ruby Tuesday, No. 2:09-1330 (W.D. Pa. 
2009)(alleges that defendant, which operates over 
600 family dining restaurants, failed to hire 
individuals age 40 and over in six identified 
locations in Western Pennsylvania and Eastern 
Ohio)(pending)

LAWS ENFORCED

Title I of 

The Americans With 
Disabilities ActDisabilities Act

Title I of the ADA

 Prohibits employment discrimination against 
individuals with disabilities.

 Covers employers with 15 or more 
employees.

 Requires an employer to provide reasonable 
accommodation to an employee or job 
applicant with a disability, unless doing so 
would cause significant difficulty or expense 
for the employer ("undue hardship").
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ADA Amendments Act (ADAAA)

 September 25, 2008:  President George 
W. Bush signs the ADA Amendments 
Act of 2008

 Purpose: To restore the ADA’s broad 
protections as intended by Congress

 Effective January 1, 2009

Why Did Congress Amend       
the ADA?

 Congress intended the ADA definition 
of disability to be construed broadly 
but courts were finding too many g y
people outside the ADA’s protections

 Congress wanted to make it much 
easier for persons with a wide range of 
impairments to establish disability 
without much analysis

ADA Definition of “Disability”

Basic 3-part definition remains the same:

 A physical or mental impairment that 
substantially limits a major life activity;

 A record of such an impairment; 

 Being regarded as having such an 
impairment

However, Congress changed the meanings of 
key terms used in these definitions.

 Definition of “disability” construed 
broadly

 Impairment can be disability even if 

Changes to the Definition of “Disability”

y
episodic or in remission

 “Substantially limited” redefined

 Mitigating measures (other than 
ordinary corrective lenses) would not 
be considered
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Types of Impairments That Should 
Easily Be Found To Be
Substantially Limiting

 Deafness, blindness, mobility impairments 
requiring use of a wheelchair, intellectual 
disability (mental retardation), partially or 
completely missing limbs 

 Autism, cancer, cerebral palsy, diabetes, 
epilepsy, HIV infection, multiple sclerosis, 
muscular dystrophy

 Mental impairments such as major depressive 
disorder, bipolar disorder, post-traumatic 
stress disorder, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder, schizophrenia

 Where accommodation is requested, 
focus should be on NEED for 
accommodation rather than coverage
Wh d i i d

Implications of Reasonable 
Accommodation under the ADAAA

 Where accommodation is requested, 
employers may still ask for 
documentation to substantiate 
existence of non-obvious disability, but 
it will be different from, and likely less 
extensive than, documentation pre-
ADAAA.

Reasonable Accommodation

 The ADA requires employers to provide 
adjustments or modifications to enable 
people with disabilities to enjoy equal 
employment opportunities unless p y pp
doing so would be an undue hardship 
(i.e., a significant difficulty or 
expense).

No Magic Words Needed

 May use "plain English" and need not 
mention the ADA or use the phrase 
"reasonable accommodation.”
 Requests do not need to be in writing, 

though an employer may choose to write 
a memorandum or letter confirming the 
request. 
 An accommodation request can come 

from a family member, friend, health 
professional or other representative on 
behalf of an individual with a disability.
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 providing written materials in accessible 
formats, such as large print, Braille, or 
audiotape 

providing readers or sign language interpreters

Reasonable Accommodation that may 
be needed during the hiring process

 providing readers or sign language interpreters 

 ensuring that recruitment, interviews, tests, 
and other components of the application 
process are held in accessible locations 

 providing or modifying equipment or devices 

 adjusting or modifying application policies and 
procedures. 

Types of Accommodations

 Accessible facilities

 Obtaining or modifying equipment

 Changing when and how essential job 
functions are performed

 Reassignment of marginal tasks

 Part-time or modified work schedules

 Periodic breaks or a private area to rest 
or to take medication 

Types of Accommodations (con’t)

 Flexible leave schedules
e.g., leave for doctors' appointments 

and/or to seek or recuperate from 
treatment t eat e t

 Permission to work at home
 Modification of office temperature
 Permission to call doctors office
 Reassignment to different job

Employer & “Undue Hardship”

 An employer does not have to provide 
an accommodation that would result in 
"undue hardship."
Undue hardship means that providing the 

reasonable accommodation would result 
in significant difficulty or expense, based 
on the employer’s resources and the 
operation of their business. 
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Undue Hardship

 31% cost nothing

79% of reasonable accommodations 
cost under $500

 Only 1% of accommodations cost 
more than $5,000

Source: Job Accommodation Survey, October 2010

21% cost $500 or more

Medical Exams & 
Inquiries Under the q

ADA

Job Applicants

Before a bona fide job offer is made, an 
employer may NOT:

 ask questions about an applicant's 
medical condition,

 nor require an applicant to have a 
medical examination before it makes a 
conditional job offer.

Pre-Job Offer Questions

Unlawful

Can you perform the job 
with an accommodation?

Lawful

 Can you perform    
the  job with or without   
an accommodation?

Do you have a condition 
that will interfere with 
your ability to perform the 
job?

What medications are you 
currently taking?

an accommodation?

 Are you currently     
using drugs illegally?
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Pre-Job Offer Questions

Unlawful

How much alcohol do you 
drink each week?

Lawful

Do you drink?

How many days were you 
absent from work last year 
due to illness?

Have you been injured in 
an accident?

 How many days did   
you take off from    
work last year?

 Have you injured 
other people in 
accidents you caused?

After a Job Offer is Made

 Employer may ask questions about an 
applicant's health and may require a 
medical examination as long as it treats 
all applicants for the same type ofall applicants for the same type of 
position in the same manner.

LAWS ENFORCED

Title II of

The Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination ActNondiscrimination Act

Effective November 21, 2009

Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination Act

(GINA) of 2008( )
&

EEOC’s Final Regulation

Office of Legal Counsel, EEOC
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GINA and ADA

 ADA prohibits discrimination on the basis 
of manifested conditions that meet the 
definition of disability. 

 GINA prohibits discrimination based on GINA prohibits discrimination based on 
genetic information and not on the basis of 
a manifested condition. 

Basic Rules Related to 
Employment

 Prohibits use of genetic information to 
discriminate in employment

Includes prohibition on harassment and 
retaliation

 Restricts employers and other entities covered 
by GINA from requesting, requiring, or 
purchasing genetic information

 Requires that covered entities keep genetic 
information confidential, subject to limited 
exceptions

GINA & Family Medical 
History

 The Genetic Information 
Nondiscrimination Act (GINA) prohibits 
employers from collecting familyemployers from collecting family 
medical history after making a job offer 
or during employment as permitted by 
the ADA. 

 Medical information must be kept 
confidential and out of personnel files

 Only limited access

Medical Information
& Confidentiality

y

Supervisors and managers related to 
accommodation request

First aid personnel 

ADA investigations, insurance 
carrier, workers compensation
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Application of Title VII and the 
ADA to Applicants or 

Employees who ExperienceEmployees who Experience 
Domestic or Dating Violence, 
Sexual Assault, or Stalking

Overview

 Because these federal EEO laws do not 
specifically prohibit discrimination 
against applicants or employees who 
experience domestic or datingexperience domestic or dating 
violence, sexual assault, or stalking as 
such, potential employment 
discrimination and retaliation against 
these individuals may be overlooked. 

198198

Overview (con’t)

 The following examples illustrate how 
Title VII and the ADA may apply to 
employment situations involving 
applicants and employees whoapplicants and employees who 
experience domestic or dating 
violence, sexual assault, or stalking.  

199199

Title VII:  Treatment Based on 
Sex-based Stereotypes

 An employer terminates an employee 
after learning she has been subjected to 
domestic violence, saying he fears thedomestic violence, saying he fears the 
potential “drama battered women bring 
to the workplace.”

200200
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Title VII:  Treatment Based on 
Sex-based Stereotypes

 A hiring manager, believing that only 
women can be true victims of domestic 
violence because men should be able toviolence because men should be able to 
protect themselves, does not select a 
male applicant when he learns that the 
applicant obtained a restraining order 
against a male domestic partner.

201201

Americans with Disabilities Act: 
Reasonable Accommodation

 The ADA requires employers to provide 
adjustments or modifications to enableadjustments or modifications to enable 
people with disabilities to enjoy equal 
employment opportunities unless 
doing so would be an undue hardship 
(i.e., a significant difficulty or 
expense).

Reasonable Accommodation

 A reasonable accommodation is a 
change in the workplace or in the way 
things are usually done that anthings are usually done that an 
individual needs because of a disability 
and may include time off for treatment, 
modified work schedules, or 
reassignment to a vacant position.  

203203

Example

 In the aftermath of stalking by an ex-
boyfriend who works in the same building, 
an employee develops major depression 
that her doctor states is exacerbated by 
continuing to work in the same location ascontinuing to work in the same location as 
the ex-boyfriend.  As a reasonable 
accommodation for her disability, the 
employee requests reassignment to an 
available vacant position for which she is 
qualified at a different location operated by 
the employer.  The employer denies the 
request, citing its “no transfer” policy.

204204
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ADA & Harassment

 The ADA prohibits different treatment 
or harassment at work based on an 
actual or perceived impairment.

 This could include impairments 
resulting from domestic or dating 
violence, sexual assault or stalking.

205205

Example

An employee has facial scarring from 
skin grafts, which were necessary after 
she was badly burned in an attack by a 
former domestic partner When sheformer domestic partner.  When she 
returns to work after a lengthy 
hospitalization, co-workers subject her 
to frequent abusive comments about 
the skin graft scars, and her manager 
fails to take any action to stop the 
harassment.  

206206

What Should I Do 
If I Believe I Am a Victim 

of Employmentof Employment 
Discrimination?

Tell Your Employer

 Take advantage of the company’s internal complaint 
process if it exists

 Your employer cannot solve the problem unless it is 
aware of the problem

 Good employers want to be made aware, especially p y p y
harassment, so they can correct it and prevent 
others from becoming victims

 Make it clear – you want the discrimination and/or 
harassment to stop

 Put your complaint in writing
 Talk to your supervisor or other representative
 Be serious, honest and direct
 Follow up
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Contact EEOC

 If you have not been able to resolve 
your situation with your employer, you 
may want to contact EEOC.

 TIME LIMITS!TIME LIMITS!

300 days from the date of harm in 
most cases – some cases only 180 
days

EEOC Contact Information

 Toll Free:   1-800-669-4000  Tel. 

1-800-669-6820   TTY

 E-mail:  info@eeoc.gov

 Web:     www.eeoc.gov

What Should I Do 
If I Have EEO Questions 
as an HR Professional 

or Employer 
Representative?

Access EEOC Resources

 Visit the EEOC web site at 
www.eeoc.gov for guidance, fact 
sheets, EEO updates, and training p g
opportunities.

 Contact the EEOC program analyst 
in your area to ask EEO-related 
questions.
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Program Analyst for
EEOC Chicago District

Training, Outreach & Technical Assistance:

Maria E. Flores, Program Manager

OC OffEEOC – Milwaukee Area Office

Phone  (414) 297-3594

TTY      (414) 297-1115

Fax      (414) 297-4133 

Email:  maria.flores@eeoc.gov


